
TScore release notes for version 10.1.71 

This version has 3 significant items of interest. 

For the USA, there are some changes to the class Lookup files used to match the athlete list 

generated by USAG. Specifically, it now handles U8 age groups and the Open Elite categories. 

Fir the UK, there is an adjustment to the timings set in the classes files for BG NDP.  This has followed 

several real competitions over the past year where the current times have been consistently too 

generous. 

Trampolining has reduced the time per entrant from 4 minutes to 210 seconds. The warmup time 

stays set to use the current competition-wide 'default' value. We recommend a setting of 90 seconds 

for this, with a 67% value for a second trampoline on a panel. 

For DMT, the time for 4 passes has been reduced to 270 seconds with a warmup time of 45 seconds. 

Finally there is a new option to import R&C scores for the NDP regional qualifier – see the following 

section. 

New 'Import Range & Conditioning Scores' option 
With the new tie-break rules for the Regional NDP qualifiers, plus the ability to use R&C scores 

achieved during the pre-qualifying rounds, we have added a new feature in TScore 10.1.71 to 

augment the RC Tie-Break calculations. 

This option lets you import one or more sets of R & C results from a previous competition. 

This should be done before you start the new competition if possible, so that tie breaks are 

calculated as far as possible from existing results. 

If you choose to import R & C scores after the competition has started, you will need to force a 

'Recalculate' from the Edit Database screen to update the positions. 

How to use it 
Open the competition that you want to bring the scores into (i.e. the new one). 

Pick Import/Export and note the new option 

 



Pick Import Range & Conditioning Results and pick the TScore results file that has a previous 

competition's R & C scores in. Click OK. 

 

 

There are a number of options on here. 

1. Ignore lower scores 

This will only import scores that are higher than ones already in the competition 

2. Ignore scores less than <value> 

Score below the value given will not be imported 

3. Warn if unmatched competitors found 

TScore looks for competitors by matching their BG number. Any that have missing BG 

numbers, or that don't appear in the new competition will be listed if this option is ticked. 

4. Allow mismatched names 

This will import scores from someone with a matching BG number even if the names are 

different. It is best to leave this unchecked until you have done one run through to verify 

mismatches. 

5. Allow mismatched club names 

Similar to 4, but for club names. Again, run without this checked first, then if you are ok with 

the listed exceptions, run again with this option checked. 

Click OK to perform the import. On completion, TScore shows a summary:

 



 

In the case shown, having assured myself that the club name mismatches are ok, I can run it again 

with the 'Allow mismatched club names' ticked: 

 

And now I can resolve the last few by hand if necessary, adjusting the names in the results file to 

resolve conflicts. 

If I now do an export from this competition, I can see those scores have been recorded ok. 

Important 

It is strongly recommended that you take a copy of your competition database before importing R&C 

scores so that you have a safe backup, should you change your mind. 

 


